Every Child, Every Chance, Every Day

Principal’s Report
As we slide into the last week days of Term One, we can all
celebrate the wonderful experience of being together for a full
term. It has been interesting to notice the wavering stamina of
students that have not had a full term onsite for nearly two
years. Being able to focus on learning, growth and wellbeing
whilst face-to-face will never again be taken for granted.
We continue to maximise the memory making experiences for
our community and we all thoroughly enjoyed the Colour Run
yesterday. I know that Mrs Breeden-Walton has included
photos of the day and I
thank the co-ordinator
Bridget and huge number
of parents who
contributed to this event.
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Principal’s Awards
 James from 3B shared his writing this week.
 Lola from 1C shared her adaptability and capacity for
resilience this week.
 Azalea and Mitchell from 1D
shared their writing that predicted
what a story was going to be
about
 Adi from 4C shared the
construction of a French word
puzzle
 Scott from FA shared his shape
sorting

Poisson D'Avril - April
Fools

 1A shared their writing with a
focus on the use of alliterations.

Today is April Fools Day,
and at Hughesdale we
added a French twist!

 Remy from 1C and Ethan from 1D
shared their skip counting

It is tradition in France to
cut out little paper fish
and try and stick them to
your friend’s without
them noticing. I felt like I was
at the ocean at recess this
morning!
From Our Students
I take great pleasure in giving a
number of students the
opportunity to co-create the
Principal’s article in this issue.
Please enjoy their articles about Division
Swimming and National Young Leaders
Day.
Please stay safe and enjoy the school
holidays.
Warmest Regards,
Lisa Gough
lisa.gough@education.vic.gov.au

HOW TO CONTACT THE SCHOOL
SCHOOL 9570 4808 OSHC 0423 940 728
www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au email: hughesdale.ps@education.vic.gov.au

Past Hughesdale Happenings can be found
on COMPASS in Community under
School Documentation

Division Swimming
Student recounts
The Division Swimming Carnival was held on Monday 21st
March at the Oakleigh Recreation Centre. There were five
students representing Hughesdale Primary School: Ella
Robertson, Lily Geralis, Elle Hatzis, McKenzie Wilson and Lewis
Corben.
It was great to see our Hughesdale team displaying our school
values during the swimming carnival. It was a beautiful sunny
day and many records were broken.
The awesome foursome (the under 10 relay team) showed
great teamwork it was an exciting race finishing second place
on the touch!
Ella had a full program competing in 3 events for the day. She
finished 3rd in backstroke and forth in Butterfly, an amazing
result as she competed against girls a year older than her.
Elle competed in the 50m freestyle and finished in 7 th place in
a very fast race, she showed great resilience as she only just
swam in the relay prior.
In my event 50m butterfly there was a convincing winner,
Drew T. from Parktone Primary School, I had a really tough
battle and came in 2nd place.
We are grateful for the support provided on the day by Mrs.
Gough, Mr. Richards and our parents and grandparents we
look forward to competing again in 2023.
By Lewis Corben

On Monday the 21st of March I swam at division, I swam
in the freestyle relay, individual backstroke and
individual butterfly. In the morning I was excited and
nervous but I knew I just had to try my best. Overall I
had lots of fun and my freestyle relay came second by a
millisecond it was so close, but for my backstroke I came
third and in my butterfly I came fourth but I can't wait
for next year do even better. By Ella Robertson

MY DAY AT DIVISION SWIMMING (Monday 21 March)
It started at 10am, I was worried about how I was going
to go as this was my first time competing at this level!
My relay team was in the first race of the day… In my
freestyle relay team there was Ella (1st swimmer) Me,
Elle (2nd swimmer ) Lily (3rd swimmer) and Mackenzie
(4th swimmer). I was shaking! I didn't know how it
worked and I felt like I was feeling sick in my stomach! I
was sweating like crazy. Water dribbled down my face
before I even touched the water. Ella started us off and I
was next. I was scared that I'd go in at the wrong time
and get us disqualified! I dived in and I put us into 1st
place. All the while freaking out that I was actually
giving it my best and it put us in the lead! There was
some very strong competition as even though we were
U10 some of the other teams had taller and stronger
looking girls. We kept on going and Mackenzie was
perfectly lined up with Mentone. They were neck and
neck but at the end Mentone touched the wall from
Mackenzie by less than a millisecond. Our relay team
came 2ND!! Sadly only those who come 1st progress to
regionals. It was my turn to do my individual U10
Freestyle race and the nerves started to come back
again! The beep went off and I dived in, water was filling
up one side of my goggles and unfortunately this created
me to not be able to swim at the best of my ability. I
pushed through and came second last which I’m still
proud of what I achieved because I made it there to
begin with. I really enjoyed my experience and can’t wait
until next year when I can give it another red hot go! I’m
also proud of the rest of the team from Hughesdale,
cheers to Ella R, Lily, Mackenzie and Lewis for their
achievements and placings.
Elle Hatzis 5A!

National Young Leaders Day - Wednesday 23rd March
On the 23rd of June our grade six leaders went on a once in a lifetime experience to the National young leaders day speech.
There we met 4 inspiring adults who talked about how they got into their positions and what inspired them to do so. They also
talked about their life experiences and how to be a great leader, these people were; Lachie Smart (youngest person to fly
around the world solo), Guy Edmonds (Author of zoo crew and director of hardball), Cate Campbell (Olympic swimmer for
Australia) and Damien Fleming (commentator, cricket star). Everyone who went to this event came back with something to learn
from and that they had learned themselves. From all these
famous and exceptionally inspiring people we hope that our
leaders will learn from them, and lead with passion and spirit
hoping to convey their dreams and messages out to the world.
Remember to never give up and lead with passion and
inspiration.
In these next paragraphs you will hear from many leaders who
attended this event, and learn about these amazing people, the
stories of their life and how they got there. First up is Lachie
Smart the youngest person to fly around the world, solo:
By Sarah

Meeting Lachie Smart
Our first speaker was Lachie Smart. He is the youngest person
that has flown the world solo.
He told us about his endeavours and his awestunning feats.
He told us that “even when you think there is no hope there is
always something to hold onto”. He showed us how he got
through his feat. Lachie Smart was a very inspiring person
and a very great speaker. He told us all his failures and
mistakes, also his achievements. He told us that “Mistakes
aren’t bad, they are just a chance to improve.'' Lachie Smart
gave all of the leaders a very detailed summary of his flight.
We hope to see people inspired by Lachie Smart like all the
leaders that went to see his speech.
By Alex

Meeting Guy Edmonds
An Australian-born writer,
director, actor, and co-creator of
handball series Guy Edmonds calls
himself; the Mega Slashie. But to
be the Mega Slashie there was a
journey.
As a kid, Guy Edmonds was a
drummer and wanted to audition
for a part in an orchestra. It was
there he found his love for acting and started to really want to do
it. He auditioned many times but no one said yes and soon he
started creating short films with a guy called Matt Zeremes. The
two started working together, creating short films that they would
send to channels but get rejected. One of the short films was
about a playdate where 2 dads started arguing and it all came
down to a handball competition. Guy Edmonds and Matt Zeremes
thought they should really make this a TV-series and told the idea
to the channel; ABC ME. The channel absolutely loved it and it
became a sensation.
“Failure is RAD,” says Guy Edmonds.
Resilience to bounce back when getting rejected
Acceptance of not getting what you want
Determination to keep on going no matter what happens.
“Success is not final, and failure is not fatal, it is the courage to
continue that counts".
By Syon

Meeting Damien Fleming
On Wednesday Damien Fleming also spoke at National
Young Leaders Day. Damien Fleming is a former Aussie
cricketer and currently a cricket commentator. On
Wednesday Damien Fleming talked about the challenges he
went through in cricket and how he overcame them. One
example was when he played in the ODI world cup. It came
down to the last over where South Africa needed 9 runs to
win and the Aussies needed one wicket. Damien was told to
bowl on the opposite side he was used to which he was not
comfortable with. He had bowled two balls and by that
stage South Africa needed one run to win. Damien thought
to himself about what he should do. He wanted to stick with
the game plan but deep down he knew had to scrap the
game plan and go to what he was used to. He backed
himself and in the end he got the needed
wicket to get the Aussies to the grand final.
The point of that story was to believe in
yourself.
By Harley

Meeting Cate
Campbell
Cate Campbell is
a swimming superstar, having won 8 Olympic medals for Australia
as well as an Order of Australia Medal. She was a speaker at the
Halogen National Young Leaders Day (NYLD). One of the
strategies she gave us was the three As, which includes Accepting
a situation, Adapting to it and Acting on your decisions - which
the HPS Leadership cohort believe is key to being a successful
leader. Another of Cate’s messages that stood out to the group
was “in order to achieve something, work hard”. Coming from
someone so successful, this message is invaluable, as was her
takeaway lesson: “we are often more capable of something than
we give ourselves credit for”. We want to reiterate this message
to all our peers at HPS. The HPS Leaders who attended NYLD are
incredibly grateful for the amazing experience.
By Vasa

Assistant Principal’s Report
AMANDA BREEDEN-WALTON
Wellbeing and Daily Organisation

As the term draws to a close next week, please join us for our
final assembly and Easter Egg raffle on Friday 8th April under
the Great Green from 2pm.

As there is no newsletter next week, please accept my
advance well wishes for a lovely break and I hope you and
your family enjoy the festivities of Easter.

Thank you in advance to all families who were able to donate
items, the year 3 parents who were able to collect eggs from
the classrooms and to the year 4 parents for wrapping the
raffle prizes!

We shall see you all back on Wednesday 27th April, the first
day of Term 2.

We look forward to seeing all the lucky prize winners next
Friday.

Don’t forget your Smile Squad consent form
If you have not done so already, please return your child’s
consent form.
Next week, they will be bringing
home a healthy pack containing a
new toothbrush and toothpaste,
just in time for the school
holidays.

Harmony Day
Thank you to all the students who
dressed in clothing representing
their culture or to wear orange to
symbolise harmony and
inclusiveness last week for
Harmony Day. It was lovely to see
the students parade around and
hear the messages of inclusion
shared by each classroom.
Students enjoyed completing
learning activities throughout the
day and some amazing pieces are
now on display across our school.

Parents and Friends
Colour Run
What a fun and colourful
afternoon we had!
Thank you to our wonderful
coordinator Bridget and to
Kirsten for all her work both
behind the scenes and for
running the afternoon along with
myself.
I shall let the photos speak for
themselves!

Movie Night
After the school holidays we will
be hosting the Hughesdale
Primary School Outdoor Movie
Night. Please save the date and
come along to join us for a
fantastic fun night together.

Merci,
Amanda Breeden-Walton
amanda.breeden-walton@education.vic.gov.au

Harmony Day

2022

Assistant Principal’s Report
AMANDA SEACH
Curriculum and Pedagogy

Victorian High Ability Program
The Victorian High Ability Program, which began in 2021, has continued and Hughesdale Primary were fortunate to
have 12 students selected to participate this term. The program provides selected students in Years 5 to 8 at
government schools the opportunity to participate in term long online extension and enrichment programs, in
English and Mathematics. I am sure you will enjoy reading the articles written by our students about their
experiences.
This term, six Year 6s participated in a 9-week mathematics program called VHAP.
VHAP stands for Victorian High Ability Program and it is run through Virtual School
Victoria online. VHAP is designed to challenge and further students. Meeting for an
hour weekly online, we participated in exciting and challenging lessons designed to
further our learning of mathematics concepts. We also undertook homework that
consolidated our learning each week. One topic that was particularly interesting to
the group was cryptography. In Week 7 of this amazing program, we learnt about
ciphers (otherwise known as algorithms or codes) and how to create and
communicate through different ciphers. There were multiple other topics that we
learnt about, such as indexes, numeral systems and bases, sequences and
conjectures. This excellent opportunity taught us so much about complex Maths
concepts and we are very grateful that all of us had the chance to extend
ourselves.
Daniel O, Roy S, Syon G, Vasa M, Avyana G, Cheyanne T
During the past nine weeks, selected students have been
participating in the Victorian high abilities program - English
(VHAP). It is a program run all across Victoria where
students can learn at a very high level. The HPS students
enjoyed learning and discovering more about different
elements of writing. This has been a great experience.
The purpose of VHAP was to dig deeper into our knowledge of
writing. We investigated all these different writing
techniques for narratives. Some of the techniques we learnt
were how to mash up genres, the hero's journey and how to
add comedy to stories. The final product was to write a story
using some of the skills we learnt. This learning experience
will help us become better writers and also help us when
needed in future life.
The selected students had their very own log in to a website
that allowed them to connect to their online peers from
other schools during the 9 weeks. There was a different
lesson for every week, and we had a 55 minute Webex session
to complete the tasks set. Our classes were run by our
wonderful teacher Claire, who guided us through the
platform. On the website, we had a virtual classroom where
we could do everything like a normal classroom, such as
submitting attendance, a table of contents to describe the
assigned work, a blog to post and talk to other students, and
even homework to complete at home. The lessons have been
enjoyable and the students have always had the opportunity
to ask for help or share their perspectives.
Samantha P, Iha G, Georgia F, Jui M, Alexander A & Kirby R.

Assistant Principal’s Report cont:
AMANDA SEACH
Curriculum and Pedagogy

Teaching writing
Our teachers have continued their
professional learning in the Six + 1
Writing Traits. Last week we
completed Module 2 which was
focused on the trait of
Organisation. Key qualities
relating to Organisation that we
teach and look for in student
writing are:


Creating a lead - The writer

grabs the reader’s attention from
the start and leads him or her into
the piece naturally. The reader is
enticed, provided with a
tantalizing glimpse of what is
to come.


Using sequence words and
transition words - The writer
includes a variety of carefully
selected sequence words (such
as later, then and meanwhile)
and transition words (such as
however, also, and clearly)
which are placed wisely to
guide the reader through the
piece by showing how ideas
progress, relate, and/or
diverge.



Structure the body - The writer creates a piece that is easy to follow by fitting details together logically. He or she slows
down to spotlight important points or events, and speeds up when he or she needs to move the reader along.



Ending with a sense of resolution - The writer sums up his or her thinking in a natural, thoughtful, and convincing way. He
or she anticipates and answers any lingering question the reader may have, providing a strong sense of closure.

Again we explored the use of Mentor texts (great quality children’s literature, often picture books) to assist students to
understand the Organisation Trait - we looked at a magical picture book called ‘Wendy’ by Gus Gordon. We also analysed
student writing pieces and looked for ways to move them forward in their application of the Organisation Trait using specific
teaching strategies. We look forward to continuing this course throughout 2022.
Wishing all families a happy and healthy school holiday break.
Kind regards
Amanda Seach
amanda.seach@education.vic.gov.au

Term 1 Week 5 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

Reasons

3A

Penelope Kalafatis

Personal Best
Respect
Resilience

 For always trying your personal best and persisting with
challenging tasks and for being a kind and caring member of
3A who helps her peers.

Ryan Renz

Resilience
Respect
Personal Best

 For being a kind and caring member of 3B who helps other
when they need it
 For trying his best in all aspects of school life
 For pushing himself to keep going even when something is
challenging

Caitlin Isaac

Teamwork
Respect
Gratitude

 For always helping your peers with a smile on your face.
 For respecting your learning environment.
 For always using your impeccable manners and showing
gratitude.

3D

Jiyu Choi

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect






4A

Cara Estcourt

Personal Best
Respect

 For being thoughtful and kind to all her peers.
 For her persistent attitude towards her learning

4B

Mary Campbell

Personal Best
Respect
Gratitude

 For the dedication you show towards all learning areas.
 For your never ending kind and respectful nature.
 For being an amazing friend.

4C

Artemis Agiasotelis

Personal Best
Respect

 Artemis presents herself to school everyday with the utmost
positivity towards her learning.

4D

Caitlin Tewierik

Resilience
Personal Best

 For showing excellent resilience by overcoming her nerves to
present a fantastic speech
 For doing her Personal Best in all her school work, particularly
some challenging maths.

5A

Shayaan Sheikh

Personal Best
Respect

 Shayaan is a kind and compassionate class member who is
always smiling and positive to be around. Shayaan always
demonstrates his ‘Personal Best’ in everything he does.

5B

Leo Hou

Personal Best
Resilience



5C

Talia Kim

Teamwork
Personal Best

 For working collaboratively with different classmates during
group tasks and for endeavouring to get the most out of each
lesson – particularly maths and writing.

6A

Shamoor Ahsan

Teamwork
Gratitude

 For embracing every opportunity to learn
 For being a patient and reliable team member in group work

6B

Samantha Puyer

Personal Best

 For her diligent attitude and hardworking efforts for all areas
of the curriculum- a fine start to year 6, Sammy!

Cassandra Yeo

Resilience
Gratitude
Personal Best
Respect
Teamwork

 An absolutely brilliant start to Level Six. Cassie is friendly,
polite and demonstrates all of our school values. She has
started the year with an excellent work ethic!

3B

3C

6C

For always trying to do your best work.
For helping others when they need assistance.
For being respectful and speaking nicely.
For always displaying respect and good manners.

Term 1 Week 6 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

Reasons

Hugh Stewart

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect



3A



Ziggy McCallum

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect
Gratitude

Yohaan Trivedi

Teamwork
Gratitude

3D

Max Hughes

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect

4A

Max Shi

Teamwork
Personal Best



Oscar Russell

Personal Best
Respect
Gratitude



4B

4C

Chris Koutris

Resilience

Harper Chrisp

Respect
Resilience

3B

For always trying your personal best, listening respectfully to
your peers and teacher and working collaboratively with your
classmates.

For being a kind and caring member of 3B
Showing sportsmanship by cheering on everyone, even if they
aren’t in his house
 For trying his best in all aspects of school life




3C

For supporting your peers during challenging learning
activities.
 For showing appreciation for the learning you engage with
each day.


For always trying really hard to do your best work.
 For being respectful and speaking nicely.
 For playing fairly with others and being a good sport.
 For bouncing back when things get a bit challenging.


For working cooperatively with others.
For the consistent effort he puts into all learning tasks.

For always happily offering to help those around you.
For your drive to challenge yourself in Maths.
 For the polite and respectful way you speak to others.




Chris always treats his peers with kindness, gentleness and
forgiveness.



4D

For showing the school value of Resilience when faced with a
challenging learning task.
 For treating all her peers with respect and being a great
helper!


Maggie demonstrates all of the school values in everything
she does. She is respectful of her peers and teachers, she
actively supports her team in any group work situation. She is
resilient when things don’t go to plan. She shows gratitude
and personal best in all areas of her schooling!



For having had a great start at a new school.
For learning and demonstrating the HPS school values.

5A

Maggie Cullen

All school values

5B

Paddy McHenry

Personal Best
Resilience

5C

Ella Davis

Respect
Teamwork

Tahlia Geri

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect



6A

6B

Billie Peek

Teamwork
Personal Best



Helping others in the classroom as well as younger students in
the playground.

Nick Angelopoulos

Teamwork
Personal Best



6C

An excellent performance of his readers theatre activity
where he played an astronaut returning from outer space –
very expressive!




For sharing strong ideas during JAG meetings and for
supporting younger JAG students to complete a newsletter
message.

Showing unending passion for learning
Being a kind and caring buddy
 Consistently striving for personal best


Term 1 Week 7 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

Reasons

Shiv Mehta

Teamwork
Respect
Gratitude



3A



Ella Robertson

Personal Best
Respect
Gratitude
Resilience

Alphonse Ong

Personal Best
Respect

Alex Ou

Resilience
Personal Best
Respect

Hillary Touch

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect
Gratitude

3B

For working cooperatively with his peers on learning activities,
using his manners and always looking for opportunities to
help others.

Always treating people the way you want to be treated.
Trying your hardest in all of the events at athletics
 Helping others when they need it
 For being grateful for everything you have and do.




3C

3D

4A

Liam Borg

Personal Best
Resilience

Chrissie Agiazis

Personal Best

4D

Ilyas Amril Arsat

Personal Best
Resilience

5A

Mackenzie Ferrers

Respect and
Resilience

5C

Lachlan Clements

Personal Best
Respect

6A

Ruby Lancaster

Teamwork
Personal Best
Resilience

6B

Harley Lancaster

Personal Best
Teamwork

6C

Roy Shen

Personal Best

4B

4C

For approaching your learning with enthusiasm.
For always trying your Personal Best.
 For communicating respectfully with your peers and showing
resilience when faced with challenging situations.




For always trying to do your best work.
 For always being focussed on your learning.
 For being respectful and kind to others.
 For bouncing back when things get a bit challenging.


For being a positive role model for her peers by consistently
displaying the school values throughout Term 1.



For not letting small errors worry him or prevent him from
giving a great persuasive speech to the class.
 For going above and beyond when making predictions and
inferences from our class book.


Chrissie made an outstanding persuasive speech this week
through her use of effective body language.



For doing his Personal Best in our maths sessions and showing
great enthusiasm.
 For showing resilience when faced with some tricky maths
questions.


Mackenzie has demonstrated incredible resilience when faced
with challenges. He is respectful of his peers and is
consistently kind to all.



For striving hard to achieve his best during writing sessions,
and for working productively with his classmates during
literature circle group activities.



Fantastic effort organising and contributing to House Aths
Pushing through and trying her hardest in every event




For his excellent organisational strategies and communication
skills as he helped conduct the 2022 House Athletics Sports



Some extremely high results on his Addition and Subtraction
learning task – impressive stuff!

Term 1 Week 7 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

FR

Siddhanth Manoj 4B

Personal Best

PE

Carter Ruka 4D

Personal Best
Respect

PE

Jiung Choi 5B

Personal Best
Respect
Team Work

Sam Decent 4B

Resilience
Respect
Teamwork
Personal Best

Reasons


For showing they are eager and willing to participate in class
discussions



For congratulating a member of the other team on taking a
great catch and for always giving his personal best.



For teaching the other team where to stand when batting in
rounders.



PA

JAG – Term One
Fundraiser
Students dress as
Teachers and
Teachers dress as
Students
This will be held on

Thursday 7th April
We are raising money for a
playground design (JAG reps are
voting for a design).
Make sure to bring a gold coin
donation.

You demonstrate Resilience and bounce back from
disappointment.
 You demonstrate Respect when you are generous, kind and
helpful to other students.
 You are impressive in your Teamwork, prepared to do what
the task requires.

Term 1 Week 6 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

FB

FC

FD

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

Jemima Choi

Teamwork
Respect
Personal Best

Evie Rewolinski

Respect
Team Work
Personal Best

Finn Jones

Personal Best

William Freame

Personal Best
Resilience

1A

Grace Noble

All 5 Values!

1B

Arthur Vincent

Personal Best

1C

Mabel French

Personal Best
Respect

1D

Henry Glover Boggis

Personal Best

Reasons


For being a kind, caring and compassionate member of our
class. You are always doing your best to make others smile
and demonstrate your personal best in everything you do.
We are very lucky to have you in FA!



For being a positive, happy person who brightens up our
classroom with her enthusiasm and listening to the ideas of
other people and cooperating when doing group work. Evie
has done a great job of adding extra details to her drawings
during our weekend recount writing.



For demonstrating curiosity and enthusiasm during Literacy.
You listen so carefully when we explore new letter-sounds
and are doing an amazing job finding all the letters we have
been learning in our Big Books! Keep up the wonderful work
Finn.



William starts everyday with a big smile. He applies himself to
every task, completing it to the best of his ability. William has
been willing to give things a go and share his thoughts, even
if he might get the answer wrong.



For showing all 5 school values! You work wonderfully in a
team, show kindness and respect towards all your peers, and
continuously try to put your best effort into your learning. It
is wonderful to see your smile when you succeed :)



For showing so much enthusiasm for improving his skip
counting and practising whenever he gets a chance.



For always applying your personal best whilst skip counting.
You always respect your classmates and school property.
Keep up the fantastic effort!



For always being prepared for his learning, showing respect
and trying his personal best with his memoir writing.



Beth Atkins

Resilience
Personal Best

2B

Laetitia Kho

Personal Best
Respect

2D

Allen Fang

Personal Best

2A

For showing so much enthusiasm for becoming our new JAG
Rep.
 For your kindness towards others and supporting your
classmates when needed.
 Keep it up!


For always applying your personal best to tasks in the
classroom and giving everything a go.
 You have also been a respectful and friendly member of 2B
and are always keen to help others.


For always approaching Cross Curricular learning with a
positive attitude and being so engaged in our incursion.

Term 1 Week 7 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

FB

FC

FD

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Zack Petrik-Snyder

Respect
Personal Best
Teamwork

Ruby Sullivan

Chloe Wrathall

Petra Zozoulia

Reasons


For your happy and enthusiastic attitude towards all aspects
of your schooling. You set a wonderful example for others by
always respecting the class and school rules, showing your
personal best and taking great responsibility for your own
learning.



For always using her manners and being grateful for the
things people do for her. Ruby consistently listens to the
person talking with her eyes and ears and is building her
confidence in sharing her ideas with the class. For always
being a kind and respectful member of our class who is a
great friend to everyone.



For demonstrating your personal best during our writing
conferences. You confidently apply your letter sound
knowledge when writing a sentence and it is very exciting to
see your writing improve! Keep up the great work Chloe.



Petra has shown her personal best during our writing tasks
this term. She includes lots of detail in her pictures and always
attempts to write a sentence to match her pictures, using her
alphabet strip to help.



For putting your personal best effort into your reading tasks!
You independently use your prior knowledge about the books
we read to make connections to your own life and predictions
about what might happen in the story. Keep it up :)



For focusing and practising her skip counting and making
really impressive improvements.



For being helpful, courteous and cooperative. Sophia sets an
example of excellence in behaviour and problem solving. Keep
it up :)



For being a caring friend, practising his skip counting and
using excellent word choice in his memoir.



For showing resilience when taking on challenges presented
to you. For the time and effort you put into all your work. And
most of all, for the kindness you show to everyone both
students and teachers You have a big heart Smith with lots of
love to go around!



For your positive attitude and participation in our Billy Cart
incursion this week, working well and encouraging your group
members.



For always being a kind, polite and caring member of 2D and
being a friend to all.

Respect Personal
Best
Gratitude

Personal Best

Personal Best

1A

Fergus McCallum

Personal Best

1B

Sophia Vardavakis

Personal Best

1C

Sophia Barghash

Personal Best
Team Work

1D

Sam Warfe

Person Best

2A

Smith Hurren

Personal Best
Teamwork
Gratitude
Respect
Resilience

2B

Hamsini Seri

Teamwork
Gratitude

2D

Ryan Curry

Respect

Term 1 Week 8 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

William Savio

Personal Best

Henry Naulls

Respect
Personal Best
Gratitude
Resilience

FC

Eliana Barac

Personal Best
Teamwork
Respect

FD

Nia Redmond

Personal Best

FB

1A

Eliza Zanotto

Personal Best

1B

Joey Bonnici

Personal Best

1C

Sam Lumb

Teamwork
Personal Best

1D

Azalea Zarras

Personal Best

2A

Amyra Rumao

Personal Best

2B

Stacey Floros

Respect
Teamwork

2D

Dexter Peek

Personal Best

Reasons


For the amazing effort you have put into your writing this
week. It has been wonderful to see you showing your
personal best by including lots of detail in your pictures and
listening carefully to the sounds in words. You have worked
really hard William, keep up the great work!



For working hard with different materials to create 2D shapes
and showing resilience to persevere when listening for the
dominant sounds in his writing. Henry is using his manners to
show respect and gratitude for the things people do for him.



For always sharing interesting ideas and opinions during our
class discussions. You are showing beautiful manners when
listening to your classmates and think deeply about your
personal connections to our topic of discussion. Keep up the
fantastic work Eliana!



For showing enthusiasm and interest during our 2D shape
investigations. Nia did a fantastic job creating different 2D
shapes out of Playdough and comparing how many sides.



For putting your personal best into your role as Sustainability
Captain. You have taken this job in your stride and been a
wonderful asset to our class, helping everyone work out the
correct bin for their rubbish. You also show excellent
responsibility when emptying the bins at the end of the
week. Keep it up :)



For always sitting toward the front of the room and sharing
his ideas with the class during reading lessons.



For always working hard in class and listening carefully. Sam
is sharing his ideas confidently in groups and in front of the
whole class. Well done Sam :) Keep up the fantastic effort!



For trying her best when sounding out words to write,
helping her peers and practising her skip counting!



For settling so quickly into life at Hughesdale Primary School
and always giving everything a go. It’s so great to see you
enjoying school so much!



For always wanting to offer your assistance to the teacher
and classmates when you see we need it. You are a valuable
member of our class who shows lots of respect and
teamwork each day.



For being resilient and bouncing back when things don’t go to
plan. You are working so hard this year. Keep it up Dexter!

A message from your Coordinator Navjot
Hi everyone,
Last week was full of fun, enthusiasm, and excitement as young artists displayed their
creativity through the Big Art Comp. Children had a super fun time expressing, exploring
and being creative. They also had a blast at ASC Hip hop dance incursion. It was very
refreshing for all the children because they experience it for the first time at ASC!
Upcoming week is all about recycling, the highlights are….




Newspaper flower DIY
DIY Paintbrushes using felt sheet, pipe cleaner, foil, yarn, foam and cotton
Recycling of markers into watercolours
Rocketeers Camp Australia is back again!! with Round 2 of the
Handball championships this Autumn

We are also celebrating our one-year anniversary of Rocketeers! so, get ready to have
your mind blown with all the awesome rocketeer activities! The highlights are………


Carnival Extravaganza
Show stopper at time machine the musical

Geoscience
Thank you
Navjot


FRENCH
SCRABBLE
CHAMPION!
WEEK 8

ADITHYA GANESAN 4C
The aim of the game is to fit as many
of our new words as possible in a
Scrabble format.

Les jours de la semaine/
The Days of The Week
As part our French Unit this term the senior school students have been learning the days of
the week and how they are named after the planets.

